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1 Introduction

Recently, massive progress has been made in quantum computing since Google announced
its 53-qubit quantum processor Sycamore had achieved quantum supremacy [4] in 2019.
Shortly after, the competition of making more powerful quantum processor resulted in the
great improvement in quantum computing power [46, 43, 47]. To date, IBM claims its
127-qubit quantum process IBM Eagle [9] to be the most powerful quantum computer ever
made. Though quantum computers with larger computational capacity will surely become
available in the future, a quantum network interconnecting multiple quantum processors
is necessary to increase the overall computational capacity of a system.

Quantum networking is now a prevailing research area due to the efficiency of some ap-
plications such as Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) [5] in quantum internet compared
to that in a classical network. More applications will be enabled as quantum network-
ing keeps developing such as clock synchronization, timing, and positioning in quantum
mechanics [16, 1, 22], metrology [20, 13], and online secure quantum computation [6].

Designing and implementing a quantum network is a popular research topic in academia.
Unfortunately, experience in designing early-stage classical internet cannot be directly
transfer to a quantum network due to the unique underlying quantum mechanics. No-
Cloning Theorem [33] shows that generating an unknown state of a qubit cannot be done
while reserving the original one, which makes it impossible to “copy-paste” quantum data
(qubit) in the network. Quantum entanglement is vital to a quantum network, but it
presents new challenges to the realization of quantum internet because qubit can be only
teleported after knowing the entanglement information of the corresponding qubit and the
location of the target [24].

Simply speaking, a quantum network is expected to realize the transmission and manip-
ulation of qubits between far-away locations, in which quantum entanglement plays a
significant role because remote locations are expected to share one or more entanglement
pairs beforehand. Multiple strategies have been put forward to distribute entanglement
in long distance, e.g., satellites [44] and drones [30] have been utilized as trusted entan-
glement emitters. More commonly seen is the case where entanglement generator such
as Nitrogen-Vacancy centers in diamond [18, 29] distributes entanglement pairs to two
neighboring locations via optical fibres.
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Considering the direct entanglement via optical fibres between adjacent locations has
length limit [25], two remote locations in larger range are expected to extend the direct
entanglement length by “stitching” one or more repeaters along the way, who serve as
relays in the longer end-to-end entanglement chain. The intermediate repeaters help to
directly connect its entangled neighbor by performing entanglement swapping. A lot of
work [8, 10, 11, 21, 45, 39] has been conducted in the repeater-based quantum network,
most of which was focusing the routing problem (path selection [8] and request scheduling
[10] included) within the network.

Although many works are related to problems within one quantum network, few attentions
have been paid to the inter quantum network even though a natural evolution direction of
quantum network is the communication between two autonomous quantum networks. An
easy-to-understand example is that as seen in many works (e.g., [8, 36]), growing size of
a quantum network downgrades the performance of routing algorithms drastically, which
can be addressed by splitting a huge quantum network into two or more sub-networks.

In this thesis, inter quantum network problem is studied. Followed by the idea diving
quantum routing problem into two sub-problems: path selection and request scheduling
[10], we put emphasis on the latter because extensive research has been conducted on the
previous one, while the latter received less interest. We study the impact of preference for
a certain request types on the overall entanglement rate of the network. Further more,
we study possible influential factors in the performance of the network, e.g., inter-network
distance and the number and distribution of requests.

The remainder of the thesis is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 will briefly introduce the
aforementioned quantum mechanics and repeater-based network in details. Chapter 3
will examine some of the related work. Chapter 4 will present an inter quantum network
model, followed by the experiment in chapter 5 and performance evaluation in chapter 6.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes this work.



2 Preliminaries

In this chapter, Quantum Mechanics and repeater-based quantum internet are introduced.
Section 2.1 provides brief introduction to quantum mechanics for readers not familiar with
the topic.

2.1 Quantum Mechanics

In this section, basic concepts in quantum mechanics are introduced. More details of linear
algebra, bra-ket notation, Bell state, and Bell measurement can be found in [26, 33, 14].

1 Qubit. In a classical computing system, a bit is the smallest information unit that
is either in state 0 or state 1. The counterpart in quantum computing system is a
quantum bit, or qubit [7], which distinguishes itself by the capability to represent
state 0 and state 1 simultaneously. Therefore, n bits in classical computing can only
represent one of the 2n states, whereas n qubits can represent at once all 2n states.
Mathematically, a quantum state can be regarded as the weighted combination of
two base states 0 and 1, where state 0 can be written as

[
1
0

]
or |0⟩ [14], and state 1

can be written as
[

0
1

]
or |1⟩ [14].

2 Superposition. Technically and mathematically speaking, a qubit is allowed to ran-
domly superpose two states to form

[
a

b

]
, or a|0⟩ + b|1⟩, in which a2 + b2 = 1, and

such state is defined as superposition [7].

3 Measurement. Interestingly, unlike a bit can be read in a classical computing system
due to the deterministic characteristic of bits, a qubit needs to be measured in a
quantum computing system and it will collapse to a classical state after measurement
[7], which means the destruction of its current state.

4 Entanglement. Now that a qubit has possible two base states, 2 qubits have possible
22 = 4 base states |00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩ and |11⟩. Given a state of two qubits, some
can be interpreted as the tensor product [26] of the two, for example, state |01⟩

or
0

1
0
0

 can be interpreted as the tensor product of |0⟩ and |1⟩. States that cannot
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be interpreted as so, are called entangled states. For example, no tensor product
of two qubits can be found to represent a Bell state 1√

2(|00⟩ + |11⟩) [33] , which
is also known as a maximally entangled state, or EPR pair. Experiments have
shown quantum entanglement will not be influenced even if two entangled qubits
are physically placed far apart [42]. And measuring one of the entangled qubits will
instantaneously cause the collapse of the other.

5 No-Cloning Theorem. In quantum computing, No-Cloning theorem [7, 42] states
that one cannot simply generate an exact copy of an unknown quantum state, which
renders store-and-forwarding packets impossible to be applied in quantum networks.

6 Quantum Teleportation. However, the functionality of transferring a state from
one end to the other is essential to the realization of a feasible quantum network.
Quantum teleportation [42] is therefore introduced to tackle such issue. Specifically,
as illustrated in Figure 2.1, quantum teleportation starts by two ends (Alice and
Bob) having one qubit of an EPR pair (a, b) respectively. Alice needs to transfer
her data qubit d to Bob with the help of qubit a. After a certain manipulation
to qubit a and d, Alice is able to perform a Bell Measurement on them and sends
the corresponding 2-bit result via classical network link to Bob, who is ensured to
reproduce data qubit d at his side by the received classical bits. In this process,
the entangled pair is consumed and there is no actual qubit travelling from Alice to
Bob. More generally, 2n classical bits and n preallocated EPR pairs are required to
“transport” n qubits.

Figure 2.1: Quantum teleportation
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Figure 2.2: Entanglement swapping

7 Entanglement Swapping. As seen from the description of quantum teleportation
above, quantum entanglement is a feasible means of building connection between
two distant nodes in a quantum network. If two far-end nodes are to communicate
via teleportation, they are required to create an entanglement pair regardless of
their long distance. Directly establishing entanglement via long-distance quantum
channels (e.g., optical fibres) between two ends is considered infeasible due to the
exponential drop of success rate caused by the inherent "lossiness" of channels [39].
Entanglement swapping [42] is a technique that can “deliver” entanglement via inter-
mediate nodes. For example, in Figure 2.2, if Alice wants to share an entanglement
pair with Bob but there is Charlie between them, Alice and Bob can build an EPR

pair with Charlie separately, so Alice has qubit a entangled with Charlie’s qubit b

and Bob has qubit d entangled with Charlie’s qubit c. If Charlie performs a Bell
Measurement on his qubit b and c, and sends the corresponding result to Bob. Bob
is able to “correct” his qubit d so that a and d will form an entanglement. In this
way, Charlie helps connect Alice and Bob as a “middleman”. In another way, it can
be viewed that Charlie teleports his correlation with Alice to Bob, who reproduces
that entanglement based on Charlie’s message.

8 Fidelity. Entanglement, as seen from the discussion above, is certainly the building
block of quantum networks. However, generating a perfect entanglement pair in
practice is hardly possible due to the noise and imperfect operations in the quantum
system. Fidelity [11, 23] is a unique index that quantifies the closeness between
a practical state and a theoretical state. It generally describes the quality of the
generated entanglement. Numerically, fidelity falls within the range between 0 and
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1 and higher value represents higher quality entanglement.

9 Decoherence. Decoherence [11, 23] is a process during which quantum information
is gradually lost over time and one of its external manifestations is the decrease of
fidelity. Decoherence requests better solutions for the utilization of generated EPR
pairs before they decohere.

10 Entanglement Distillation. Entanglement distillation [11, 23] is a process that pro-
vides two nodes with a higher quality entanglement pair by consuming two or more
low quality ones. Some considerations should be made when implementing entangle-
ment distillation, one of which is the availability of it if the decoherence time is too
short and another is the strategy of implementing it, e.g., should it be performed
before or after (how many) entanglement swapping [23].

11 Quantum Error Correction. Quantum error correction, or QEC, first proposed by
Shor [40], is a technique that can protect quantum information from decoherence
or noises in the system. It is generally considered demanding in terms of required
resources such as number of qubits and quality of states, and it is predicted not to
be available in the near future [11, 23].

2.2 Repeater-based Quantum Internet

Long-distance communication between two far-away nodes in quantum network cannot
be realized by directly transmitting qubits between them because qubit is fragile due
to errors and decoherence when transmitting in lossy channels. Moreover, No-Cloning
theorem prohibits intermediate nodes to read-and-copy quantum data.

Connection between two far-away end nodes can also be realized by a trusted intermediate
node, e.g., a quantum satellite [44], to serve as an entanglement distributing agent. In
2016, China launched the world’s first quantum communications satellite Micius [44]. It
has successfully delivered simultaneous streams of entangled photons to its original ground
stations, which are 1,200 kilometers away.

It is more commonly seen, however, that quantum repeaters serve as intermediate nodes to
extend the length of direct communication of two nodes. Therefore, entanglement between
two distant nodes can be created by chaining multiple repeater nodes along the path. More
specifically, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, a repeater chain consists of multiple repeaters
directly entangled with its predecessors and successors, source node entangled with the
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first repeater and destination node entangled with the last repeater. By performing Bell
Measurement [33] on each of the repeaters and sending corresponding results to destination
via classical links for final “correction”, communication between source and destination
can be successfully established.

Figure 2.3: A 3-repeater based quantum network

Given the inevitable loss of quantum information caused by optical fibres, some had pro-
posed quantum satellite networks (QSN) where quantum satellites on low earth orbit
(LEO) are used as repeaters because quantum links in vacuum are hardly lossy and cause
only negligible loss of photon. [36]

We discuss mainly repeater-based quantum network with optical fibres as quantum chan-
nels later in the thesis.



3 Related Work

Since no quantum network in practice exists for the time being, many different studies are
conducted concentrating on different components needed for a feasible quantum internet.
In this thesis, definitions of the four layers from the quantum network stack [11, 23] will
be introduced and referred to later, and previous studies will be also examined under the
quantum network stack framework.

Dahlberg et al. and Kozlowski et al. [11, 23] proposed a quantum network stack, in which
layers are divided by the expected functionality, as an equivalent of classical TCP/IP
network stack. More specifically, the quantum network stack is divided into four layers
as shown in Table 3.1: physical layer, link layer, network layer and transport layer. The
physical layer will conduct heralded entanglement generation on adjacent nodes and report
the results of the attempts to the corresponding nodes. The link layer is expected to
provide the upper layer (network layer) with service of robust entanglement generation
so that the network layer will acknowledge whether adjacent nodes are entangled or not.
The functionality of robust entanglement generation is achieved by link layer instructing
physical layer to perform entanglement attempts multiple times until success or time-
out. The network layer will build long-distance entanglement between nodes that are not
directly connected. Many research interests have been shown on this layer, e.g., optimal
routing, path selection, request scheduling. Finally, the transport layer will perform qubit
transmission via teleportation according to the entanglement information from network
layer.

Pirker and Dür [37] designed an abstract quantum network stack, in which the function-

Application Utilization of the transmitted qubits

Transport Qubit transmission

Network Long distance entanglement

Link Roubust entanglement generation

Physical Attempt entanglement generation

Table 3.1: A quantum network stack. Adapted from [11].
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alities of each layer are defined in technology-independent manner. The main difference
between [37] and [11, 23] is that the former is designed for quantum network based on
Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) states entanglement [19] while the latter is aiming for
network based on Bell pairs entanglement. Even though GHZ states establishment is more
demanding and prone to noise [34, 28], Pirker and Dür believed GHZ states entanglement
scheme requires less storage than complete bipartite approach [37].

The remainder of this section is divided into 4 subsections focusing on studies on different
layers: studies on physical layer, on link layer, on network layer and on transport layer.
Studies on network layer will be given more attention as it is strongly related to our study
in this thesis.

3.1 Studies on Physical Layer

Wang et al. [41] reported a drastic improvement of estimated coherence time in a single
ion qubit from around ten minutes to over an hour, which offers potential improvement of
quantum repeaters’ memory time. Their research can be further extended to develop multi-
qubit memory with individual storage of single qubit given longer coherence capability.
[41]

Lee et al. [27] designed a router architecture consisting of multiple repeater nodes to pro-
duce higher fidelity entanglement without extensively sacrificing entanglement generation
rate. The advantage of “upgraded” repeaters is obtained from the superiority of local,
low-loss channels compared to lossy photonic links of “router-less” ones.

3.2 Studies on Link Layer

Dahlberg et al. [11] proposed and implemented a link layer protocol named Entanglement
Generation Protocol (EGP), which promised to provide robust entanglement between
adjacent nodes. Technically speaking, lower physical layer is equipped with Midpoint
Heralding Protocol (MHP), which polls link layer periodically to ask for its willingness of
entanglement. When EGP receives entanglement creating instructions from upper network
layer and computes necessary parameters (e.g., minimum fidelity, minimum waiting time,
available quantum memory resources) to estimate corresponding feasibility of the request,
it waits for the next MHP poll to trigger the request. Upon receiving a trigger signal from
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EGP, MHP will make multiple entanglement attempts until the process succeeds or has
timed out.

Pompili et al. [38] revised the link layer protocol proposed in [11] and pointed out three
challenges in the realizations of EGP and MHP, which are the consistency of distributed
queues between adjacent nodes, the possible synchronization errors of EGP triggering
and entanglement request mismatches. Corresponding solutions regarding aforementioned
challenges are put forward. A centralized scheduler with the knowledge of the network
is assigned to replace distributed queues in adjacent nodes so that inconsistencies be-
come very rare. The task of synchronization of emitting photons is left to physical layer
(MHP) rather than being done by EGP, because physical layer can provide higher accu-
racy synchronization clocks. Normally, an entanglement establishment attempt between
neighboring nodes comes with the result of success or failure. The result is given by the
heralding station in the middle of two nodes. Pompili et al. [38] suggested that MHP
peers check for entanglement request mismatches instead of heralding stations, because
MHP peers have to communicate before entanglement anyway, and it can simplify the
jobs of heralding stations. However, they did not implement their suggestion yet.

3.3 Studies on Network Layer

Kozlowski et al. [23] designed and presented a quantum network data plane protocol
(Quantum Network Protocol or QNP) on top of link layer [11], and it defines the required
information from control plane (e.g., routing, signaling) for single end-to-end communi-
cation on network layer. More specifically, a virtual circuit is initiated after routing and
signaling are done and QNP demands intermediate nodes to perform entanglement swap-
ping immediately when they share entanglements both with its predecessor and successor.
It is beneficial because decoherence caused by qubits idling in memory while waiting to
be used is identified to be one of the factors that lead to the reduction of end-to-end
entanglement fidelity.

Pirker and Dür [37] focused on the reliability of a network when a node leaves. They
suggested using symmetrization and shielding qubits to provide redundancy of network
information. The regional (inter-network) routing problem where nodes from different
regions (sub-networks) request communication is also discussed in their paper [37]. The
proposed solution is to construct a Steiner tree to find the optimal route among routers
that are the gateway nodes of regions.
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Caleffi [8] designed a routing protocol aiming at finding the most optimal route given
two arbitrary non-adjacent nodes. The optimality of a route is based on the metric of
end-to-end entanglement rate, which is computed by the relevant derived mathematical
closed-form expression. The time complexity of the computing process, in which end-
to-end entanglement rate is computed, is correlated with the number of simple paths in
the network, which needs to be addressed as quantum Internet continues to scale up.
Researchers has put forward corresponding solutions, e.g., by utilizing genetic algorithms
or zone-based routing [3, 2].

Li et al. [28] focused on addressing request scheduling problem under the situation of re-
ceiving multiple user requests simultaneously. More specifically, all requests in the network
are directed to one central controller. One of the functionality of the central controller
is to select multiple paths for the user in case the optimal path breaks due to potential
network failures. The other is to coordinate simultaneous flows so that no edge will be
overwhelmed. Three different resource allocation strategies are provided: proportional
share, progressive filling and propagatory update [28]. Proportional share strategy results
in smallest variance of edge capacity usage distribution but smallest throughput and edge
usage rate, while progressive filling obtains greatest throughput and edge usage rate but
highest distribution variance in edge capacity. Clearly small-scale lattice topology ex-
perimented in the paper simplified the request scheduling problem and reduced the time
complexity of algorithms compared to that of bigger-scale topology. The authors have also
identified the limitation of single scheduler in a large-size network and reckoned a queuing
model will be beneficial to provide guidelines for queuing requests.

Picchi et al. [36] developed a Quantum SDN (Software-Defined Networking) architecture
[35] to find a best end-to-end path in terms of entanglement generation rate in a Quantum
Satellite Network (QSN). One of the strengths of SDN architecture is that it splits control
plane apart from data plane so that the operation logic is clear. Picchi et al. made a
comparison between three controller algorithms: Modified Random Walk, Ant Colony
Optimization [15] and Dijkstra’s algorithm. The former two are distributed algorithms
while the last one is centralized. Surprisingly, Dijkstra’s algorithm outperformed the other
two in experiments and successfully achieved greater average end-to-end entanglement
generation rate, which is contradictory to the conclusion in a previous study [8]. One of
the potential reasons can be the impact of the free space environment on quantum links.
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3.4 Studies on Transport Layer

Dai et al. [12] proposed a quantum queuing delay (QQD) model utilizing dynamic pro-
gramming technique to shorten the average queuing length of a quantum processor. More
specifically, their model considered the scenario of one receiver with multiple quantum
data sources and managed to decrease the queuing delay exponentially by increasing the
memory size of a node. However, the model is working under the assumption that entan-
glement can be reserved in quantum memory for indefinitely long time, which is technically
not feasible at least in the foreseeable future. Moreover, it employs a dropping policy when
the queue is not capable of holding more quantum data, which requires the re-transmission
functionality implemented on the sender side due to the restriction of No-Cloning theo-
rem. The dropping policy should be given more considerations given the difficulties of
establishing connections between nodes far apart in the network layer. Improvements of
proposed dropping policy can be done by assigning the priority of quantum data in queue,
which balances the acceptable queue length and the factor of either the importance of
quantum data or difficulties of transporting a qubit.



4 Design

In this chapter, a proposed system model from other work [10] will be introduced, to which
we have made slight modifications. First, we will present the structure of the quantum
network and its key components, whose implementation details will be further discussed.
Then we will describe the event flows in the time-slotted model. Because the model
adopted in this work originated from work of Cicconetti et al [10], interested readers are
referred to their paper for better understanding.

4.1 Quantum Network Structure

This section presents the network structure from two angles: components and event flows.
Components represent the physical logic while event flows gives transaction logic.

4.1.1 Components

A quantum processor or a quantum computer is a system on which quantum applications
are running [10, 39]. It is similar to an end node or a host in classical network. In a quan-
tum network, it is the one that make requests of establishing end-to-end entanglements
with other processors. A quantum processor is usually connected with quantum repeaters
or directly to other quantum processors via quantum and classical channels. It is equipped
with limited quantum memory to hold a few qubits and capable of performing quantum
teleportation and entanglement swapping.

A quantum repeater, as mentioned before in section 2.2, is a special quantum device that
connects with quantum computers and other quantum repeaters via quantum links. Like a
quantum processor, it is also equipped with delicate hardware to perform quantum swap-
ping and has limited number of quantum memory slots to store qubits for a short period
of time [10, 39]. Classical channels are used to deliver control messages and correction
results to quantum repeaters. A quantum processor includes all necessary functions of a
quantum repeater [39]. Generally, both quantum processors and quantum repeaters are
referred as nodes in quantum networking. We will use nodes and quantum processors and
quantum repeaters interchangeably hereafter in the thesis.
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A quantum channel is physical connection between two adjacent nodes. It usually exists
physically in the form of optical fibre that allows the transmission of qubits. A quantum
channel is inherently lossy and the success rate of establishing entanglement between
two neighboring nodes decreases exponentially with node distance [32]. More details of
quantum channel will be discussed later in section 5.2.

A classical channel is also a physical connection between neighbors, but it transmits clas-
sical information in the way of classical Internet. In our model, classical channels are
typically used to deliver control information, e.g., link states, and correction messages
with propagation delay. The details of classical channels will be also introduced later in
section 5.2.

A request collector will collect communication requests from a network periodically.

A quantum network controller is an individual device that controls the whole network
but does not connect to any of the nodes in the network. The following list contains
responsibilities of a quantum network controller [10].

1. Retrieving requests from the request collector. The controller will notify the source
and destination nodes of each request whether it can be fulfilled or not.

2. Collecting entanglement link states (activated/ non-activated) from each node in the
network.

3. Deciding which requests to serve first and serve each of them with the best path
according to whichever metric selected in the system.

4. Notifying the intermediate nodes along the selected paths of the destination node as
well as the specific links to perform entanglement swapping operations.

4.1.2 Event Flows

A repeater chain, as introduced before in section 2.2, exists when all nodes are entangled
with their neighbors at the same time. This will not be possible if any of the links along
the path is broken. These impose challenges to the working logic of quantum nodes in
network. It is noticeable that such delicacy of the system requires certain level of time
synchronization [39], which can be achieved by implementing a time-slotted model. Typ-
ically, in a time-slotted model, time is divided into small chunks and each one of these
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small chunks is called a time slot. In a single quantum network, perfect time synchro-
nization of all nodes is not necessary [10, 39]. However, in a scenario of two quantum
networks communicating, time synchronization should be done at an inter-network level,
which means that one network needs to be synchronized with the other. More specifically,
two networks should agree on issues such as the start and the ending time of the system
and the duration of a time slot.

Generally speaking, a time slot in the utilized system model can be divided into two
phases by the readiness of qubits to perform quantum teleportation. The first phase is the
preparation phase, in which the system will try to satisfy as many requests as possible and
produce corresponding end-to-end entanglements. The second phase is the ready phase, in
which end-to-end entanglements are utilized in the manner depending on the requirements
of specific applications.

Of these two phases, we are putting more emphasis on the first phase because the second
phase is related to transport layer [11, 23], which is outside of our research interest. From
the perspective of the proposed quantum network stack [11], the first phase is responsible
for the functionalities in physical layer, link layer, and network layer.

The implementation of physical layer functionality in [11] requires multiple entanglement
attempts. However, in our model, there will only be one entanglement attempt at the
beginning of each time slot. Multiple local entanglement attempts can be considered as
one of the possible improvements of the model, as it would increase the likelihood of robust
quantum links.

We will present detailed event flows of the preparation phase in the following [10].

1. At the start of each time slot, as discussed above, each node attempts establishing
local entanglement with its neighbors once and reports the corresponding results
(success or failure) to the network controller over classical links [10]. After all nodes
have reported their successful local links to the network controller, the network
controller will have the knowledge of network topology at this time slot. Note that
at each time slot, the network controller will likely have a different global view from
the previous one. It is also worth noticing that the time required by the controller to
build a global view of the network is not constant [10]. It is strongly influenced by the
network size, the distance between each node and the controller, the communication
methods, and the information processing speed of the controller [10].

2. Now that the controller has the global topology, the next step is quantum routing in
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which the controller determines which qubits in which quantum memory slots need
to be measured to form end-to-end entanglements. Note that the controller may
or may not fulfill all requests in a time slot and the decision of serving a request
or not is affected by multiple factors, as will be introduced later in section 4.2.1.
The result of this step is that the corresponding paths of the fulfilled requests, and
related nodes on the paths [10].

3. Based on the steps above, the controller notifies all intermediate nodes on a repeater
chain to perform entanglement swapping operation. It is done by indicating each of
them the quantum memory slots in which the qubits to be measured lie.

4. After measurement on qubits, all nodes (except the destination node) of a path send
correction messages via classical network to the destination node. Note that details
of the underlying classical network are not necessarily known to all nodes. A node
is able to send the measurement results to the destination node with the help of
classical routing protocols, discussion of which is out of the scope of the thesis.

5. After the destination node of a request performs corrections on its local qubits uti-
lizing the correction messages from all nodes along the path, the end-to-end entan-
glement is eventually established and is ready for use by distant nodes according to
upper-layer applications. This happens in the ready phase.

4.2 Quantum Routing

Quantum routing is different from classical routing because of the underlying quantum
mechanics that was discussed earlier. One of the most noticeable features of a quantum
network is that a quantum link will vanish physically in a short time because it is more
fragile than a classical link. Another difference is that a classical link can be shared by
multiple nodes at the same time while a quantum link can only be shared by two nodes
because of the monogamy property [17] of an entanglement.

As pointed out in previous work [10], a quantum routing problem can be divided into
two smaller problems: path selection and request scheduling. Following similar analysis,
an inter quantum network routing problem can also be divided into path selection and
request scheduling.

In terms of path selection, the prior knowledge is still applicable to inter quantum net-
work routing. In our work, we simply use Dijkstra’s algorithm for path selection. An
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inter-network path between two sub-networks has usually three parts: two intra-network
paths in two sub-networks, separately, and a bridge that connects these two sub-networks.
Considering that bridges are known to both sub-networks, finding an optimal inter-network
path can be converted into finding two intra-network paths whose connection gives best
performance. More specifically, if there are two sub-networks A and B, and a source node
in sub-network A wishes to communicate with a destination node in sub-network B, the
path selection algorithm should give the optimal path with minimum cost. This path can
be divided into two sub-paths. One is the sub-path from the source node to the an end
of a bridge in sub-network B. The other is the sub-path from the end node of a bridge in
sub-network B to the destination node. Note that there can be multiple bridges at the
same time, which means there can be multiple combinations of two sub-paths, the optimal
path should be the one that minimize the overall cost of these two sub-paths.

An inter quantum network problem differs from intra quantum network routing problem
mainly because of adding inter-network requests. How to coordinate intra- and inter- net-
work requests is a problem that has not been explored before. We give detailed discussion
on the topic later in section 4.2.1 and 5.3.3.

Here we assume the routing problem is handled by one centralized network controller and
one centralized request collector that collects requests from both sub-networks. They can
also be implemented in a decentralized manner, as we will discuss later in section 4.2.2.

We give now the description of inter quantum network routing problem based on the
system model.

Input of the inter quantum network routing problem is the following:

1. A graph G1 = (V1, E1) where V1 contains all vertices in sub-network A and E1

contains all edges and their corresponding physical distances between any two nodes
in logical topology of network A.

2. G2 = (V2, E2), recording same information in sub-network B as G1 does for the
sub-network A.

3. A set S1 consisting of successful entanglements from the preparation phase of sub-
network A; a corresponding reduced graph G′

1 = (V1, E ′
1), where E ′

1 contains all
elements in S1.

4. S2 and G′
2 containing same information as S1 and G′

1 but now for sub-network B

5. E3 containing all the bridges that connect sub-network A and sub-network B.
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6. A list of pairs P of end nodes from both request collectors R1 and R2 and the
request list from previous time slots. A pair of end nodes contains a source node
and a destination node that request building connections in the whole network.

The routing algorithm is expected to give an ordered set of source-destination paths as
the output. Each path should contain the following relevant information [10].

1. A list of intermediate nodes of the path; and for each intermediate node, the quantum
memory slots, in which the qubits to be measured are located.

2. The quantum memory slots, in which the qubits lie that needs to be entangled, one
on the source node and another on the destination node.

3. A path ID, unique in a time slot, to differentiate this path from others.

4. The node ID of the destination, to which the intermediate nodes send correction
messages.

Let us assume that inter-requests and intra-requests are considered equally important Then
the inter quantum network routing problem can be viewed as an intra quantum network
routing problem because one can view the two smaller networks as one bigger network
and routes are found inside the bigger network. Therefore, maximizing the entanglement
generation rate in the system is the main goal of the network controller [10].

The remainder of the section contains request scheduling and possible implementations of
network controller and request collector.

4.2.1 Request Scheduling

The purpose of request scheduling is to decide which requests to serve and in which order
[10]. A possible realization of scheduling is called skipping [10]. The skipping mechanism
indicates that a request can be skipped when it has not been skipped before. However,
if a request has been skipped once, it cannot be skipped in the future. We call a request
skippable when it has not been skipped before and a request is unskippable when it has
been skipped once. The working flow, in the form of instructions, of the network controller
based on scheduling is as follows [10].

1. At the beginning of each time slot, make a temporary waiting queue by copying from
the system’s waiting queue.
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2. Append new requests to the end of the temporary waiting queue.

3. Read the request from the temporary queue until the time slot ends or the temporary
queue is empty.

3.1 If the request is skippable and the request is instructed to be skipped, skip the
request and mark it unskippable in system’s waiting queue, go to step 3.

3.2 If the request is not skippable or the request is instructed not to be skipped :

3.2.1 If the request can be served with a path, serve the request, and update the
reduced graph by removing edges on the path from the graph, delete the
request from system’s waiting queue, go to step 3.

3.2.2 If the request cannot be served because no path can found from the source
node to the destination in the current reduced graph, go to step 3.

4. When the current time slot ends, empty the temporary waiting queue and go to step
1.

In steps 3.1 and 3.2 above, there needs to be some request selection guidance to decide
if a request should be served. If a request is served, the controller will try to find a path
in the current reduced graph. Depending on the preference for request types, we propose
five different request scheduling policies for comparison.

1. Inter-first: it will always serve inter-network requests and always skip an intra-
network request if skippable.

2. Inter-favored: it will always serve inter-network requests and skip an intra-network
request if skippable with a 50% probability

3. None: it will favor no specific requests, i.e., no request is skipped.

4. Intra-favored: it will always serve intra-network requests and skip an inter-network
request if skippable with a 50% probability

5. Intra-first: it will always serve intra-network requests and always skip an inter-
network request if skippable.

These policies are proposed to find out how request scheduling policy will change network
behavior by showing preference for some types of requests.
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4.2.2 Implementation Aspects

An autonomous quantum network should have its own request collector and network
controller. However, if two or more of networks are to communicate with each other,
coordination among multiple request collectors and network controllers should be done to
reach consensus, e.g., timing synchronization, among them.

This section discusses two ways of implementing network controller and request collector
from the angle of path selection and request scheduling.

From the perspective of path selection, many previous implementations can be applied here
as the topic has been widely studied [8, 34, 10]. The common path selection algorithm
has non-negligible growth in time complexity with network size. Considering the size of
quantum network is still very small at the time of writing, using a centralized network
controller will not necessarily deteriorate network performance. However, if each sub-
network has one network controller, then this controller is able to freely choose path
selection algorithm based on its sub-network configuration and this controller is capable
of hiding intra-network details from outsiders. More importantly, such arrangement of
network controllers and request collectors can speed up the path selection algorithm if
network controllers are running in parallel.

In terms of request scheduling, implementation of decentralized network controllers will
introduce the problem of reaching consensus. As shown in [10], the order of processing
requests significantly affects the distribution of network resources. In comparison, it is
easier to implement a centralized network controller processing requests from a central-
ized request collector because such implementation avoids the consideration of difficult
scenarios to reach consensus.



5 Experiments

In this chapter, we explain the design details of experiments.

5.1 Simulator and Experiment Environment

We run all our experiments on NetSquid [31], a quantum network simulation platform
combined with a discrete event simulator. It is capable of representing accurately under-
lying quantum hardware with corresponding quantum properties, e.g., noises, fibre losses
and channel delay. Some experiments reported in earlier works, e.g., in [10, 11, 23], are
also run on this simulator.

All results from simulations are obtained with Python 3.8.3 on MacOS Monterey. All
experiments run on a 2020 MacBook Pro with 2 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i5 Processor
and 16 GB 3733 MHz LPDDR4X Memory.

5.2 Model assumptions

If we zoom in the structure of a quantum network in the model, we will find the key
composition is two nodes connected by both a quantum channel and a classical channel.
There is also a quantum source in between the two nodes. Details of the composition are
illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The key composition in the model. Adapted from [10].

Features of the key composition are the following:
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1. A quantum source is located in the middle of two nodes to distribute an entangled
pair of qubits at the beginning of each time slot.

2. A qubit may be lost in a quantum channel with a certain probability.

3. A classical channel imposes delay but not error to the delivery of classical messages.

Detailed introduction to error models and delay models can be found in the API description
pages on NetSquid website [32]. In our system model, we are using “FibreLoss” model in
quantum channels, “DephaseNoise” model in quantum memory, “DepolarNoise” model in
quantum gates and “FibreDelay” model in classical channels.

A quantum channel modelled via fibre loss will cause the flying qubit to get lost in an
optic fibre channel probabilistically. The probability ploss is related to the initial loss
probability pinit and survival probability of a qubit per channel length ploss−per−length [32].
In the model, pinit = 0.1, and ploss−per−length = 0.1.

A quantum memory modelled via dephasing noise will put its stored qubits on decoherence
by imposing dephasing noise on them. Decoherence is the main reason for the drop of
the fidelity of quantum state [23]. The dephasing probability grows exponentially with
dephasing rate and existence time of qubits [32]. In the model, we set dephasing rate as
1 MHz.

An implementation of quantum gate modelled via a depolarizing noise introduces different
kind of noise to qubits. It happens in the operation of measurement on qubits and making a
qubit correction. Like dephasing probability, depolarizing probability grows exponentially
with depolarizing rate and the gate operation time. In the model, a gate operation time
is 10 ns, and the adopted depolarizing rate is 5 KHz.

A classical channel modelled via a timing delay only transmits classical messages without
error but with delay. The delay is related to channel length and speed of light. In the
model, we set light speed 200000 km/s.

Therefore, from the perspective of qubits, an end-to-end entanglement in the model can
not be established if one of the following happens:

1. If any of the qubits in the repeater chain fails to arrive from quantum source to the
correct neighboring node in the first place.

2. If the fidelity of the final entanglement fails to meet the system requirement. Noise
has two possible sources according to our assumptions. One is depolarizing noise by
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imperfect implementation of quantum gates, which happens when measuring qubits
or performing qubit correction. The other is dephasing noise that causes qubits to
decohere over time in quantum memory.

The above error models, delay model and their corresponding parameters are the same
as the ones used in the experiments of [10] in order to explore the probability of inter-
connecting two quantum networks in the state-of-the-art technology.

5.3 Implementation Details

In this section, we discuss implementation details. More specifically, we discuss topology
and configurations in our experiments.

5.3.1 Topology

We are using lattice topology in our experiments as it is easy to implement in the early
stage of quantum network development and it might be one of the potential implementa-
tions in the near future if someone tries to cover an area using multiple nodes in an evenly
distributed manner [10].

We are fully connecting two sub-networks of same size as shown in Figure 5.2. The reason
for full connection rather than partial connection is that by doing so, we will have a
reasonable estimate of the best performance of the system by assigning to it as many
resources as possible.

5.3.2 Configurations

For each set of simulations, we have three configuration variables: size of sub-network,
length of inter-network distance and offered requests. Size of sub-network falls in the
range of 3 to 5 (both ends included); length of inter-network distance varies between 1.8
km to 7.2 km with increment of 0.6 km; and offered requests are one of the entries in the
Table 5.1. The distribution of requests is one of the four types below, depending on the
location of the source node and the destination node.

1. A -> A: Both are in sub-network A.
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Figure 5.2: A network that fully connects two 3*3, 4*4, 5*5 sub-networks, respectively.

2. B -> B: Both are in sub-network B.

3. A -> B: Source node in sub-network A and destination node in sub-network B.

4. B -> A: Source node in sub-network B and destination node in sub-network A.

In total, there are 270 sets of simulation runs with different configurations and for each of
them, we simulated 10000 time slots.

We notice that in the regular physical grid experiment from [10], a 5*5 network is used
to cover 7.2 ∗ 7.2km2 area, so in our experiments, we are setting the following question:
given two sub-networks of regular grid covering two 7.2 ∗ 7.2km2 area, what is the longest
feasible inter-network distance? In terms of request scheduling policy, a good question to
ask is that given the same inter-network distance and same size of sub-network, what is
the best request scheduling policy according to entanglement generation rate.

As for request sampling, in each time slot, we have four types of requests to be generated as
discussed before. For any request type, the generated requests in a time slot are randomly
chosen from a complete set of requests of that type. Considering that the number of
short-distance requests is larger than that of long-distance requests, e.g., in a 4*4 lattice
whose inner-node distances are all one unit, the number of requests of length one unit
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Number of requests
Distribution of requests
A ->A B ->B A ->B B ->A

4 1 1 1 1
6 2 2 1 1
6 1 1 2 2
8 3 3 1 1
8 1 1 3 3
10 4 4 1 1
10 3 3 2 2
10 2 2 3 3
10 1 1 4 4

Table 5.1: Number and distribution of requests.

are much larger than the number of requests of length six units. Hereby, we ensure, for
all possible requests within the complete set, they have the same uniform probability of
getting selected.

Now we discuss all possible results of an individual request in the system.

1. It is served eventually after being skipped.

2. It is served without being skipped.

3. It is dropped because the request has been waiting too long in the queue. The
maximum waiting time is 10 time slots in the model.

4. It is not served because the simulation ends before it has the chance to get served.

It can be derived that the maximum number of unserved requests in the model is 10 times
the number of offered requests in each time slot.

For a served request, we define the end-to-end entanglement establishment success if the
final fidelity F ≥ 0.5, otherwise it is a failure. This is because an entanglement is not
usable if F < 0.5 [23].

5.3.3 Metrics

There are two types of end-to-end entanglements for each successful request. An inter-
network request will build an end-to-end entanglement path between two networks and
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an intra-network request will establish an entanglement path inside one network.

For the brevity of expressions, we will use the term inter-request for inter-network request
and the term intra-request for intra-network request in the remainder of the thesis. A
successful inter-request is called an inter-success. Similarly, an intra-success stands for a
successful establishment of an intra-network end-to-end path based on an intra-request.

Normally, entanglement generation rate is used as a metric to measure the quantum net-
work performance. We use the same metric called synthetic entanglement rate, or abbre-
viated as SER in the experiment as well. It is noticeable that SER treats inter-requests
and intra-requests as equivalence according to our assumptions.

Note that in our system, a success can be classified into two categories: an inter-success
or an intra-success. A reasonable new metric for evaluation should consider simultane-
ously both inter-success rate and intra-success rate. Now that there is no standard metric
for assessment, one can simply come up with a weighted average metric. The corre-
sponding formula should be Rentanglement = winter−request * Rinter−success + wintra−request *
Rintra−success, where Rentanglement is the proposed metric for evaluation, winter−request and
wintra−request are the weights of inter-request and intra-request in evaluation, respectively;
Rinter−success and Rintra−success are inter-success rate and intra-success rate. Considering
no related research has been conducted in this area, it is hard to determine winter−request

and wintra−request without any insight, we will leave this work as a future research topic.



6 Performance Evaluation

This chapter gives performance evaluation of various network systems realized in the model
and discusses influential factors in network performance.

6.1 Overview

Figure 6.1 presents the relation between SER and inter-network distance when four new
requests are offered in each time slot and no request policy is specified. It shows the best
network performance under the light-load mode, as will be introduced in later in 6.1.1. For
communication between two grids, entanglement rate drops with inter-network distance
for all three types of grid. More specifically, communication between two 5*5 lattices
gives the largest reduction of SER, followed by 4*4 lattices and finally 3*3 lattices. When
inter-network distance is 1.8 km, all three types of grid produce SER slightly over 0.5 with
5*5 coming first, 4*4 second and 3*3 last. However, when inter-network distance reaches
2.4 km, 4*4 grid gives the best performance while 5*5 grid gives the worst. Situation
changes after inter-network distance hits 3.0 km, the network performance is dominated
by inter-network distance instead of inner-node distance. Grid size of 3 gives the best
performance afterwards, followed by grid size of 4 and 5.

Figure 6.1: Request policy: none; number of requests: 4.
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Limited by current quantum hardware, the network performance might be disappointing
with the best SER being slightly over 0.5 as shown in the Figure 6.1, quantum networking
is still in its infant stage so the state-of-art technology cannot guarantee high performance
quantum hardware.

Even though the state-of-art hardware performance has its limitations, we believe the
study of influential factors in inter quantum network routing under current technology
will provide valuable experience and knowledge.

In the following, we will study the impact of different configuration variables on network
system, namely number and distribution of requests, inter-network distance, scheduling
policy and inter-network distance.

6.1.1 Number and Distribution of Requests

Figure 6.2 gives grouped data bar charts of both request unserved rate and SER with
request distribution. For each request distribution, five bars are labeled to represent
corresponding request unserved rate and SER under different scheduling policies. Note
that request unserved rate is a negative index of network performance while SER is a
positive one. The bigger the request unserved rate, the worse is the network performance
because more requests are not served.

As seen from the upper plot of Figure 6.2, the number of requests has significant impact
on requests unserved rate. More specifically, as suggested by [10], the system is indeed
slightly loaded when the number of requests is four in a time slot. The system gradually
becomes “heavy” as more requests get unserved.

Another observation from Figure 6.2 is that the distribution of requests influence both
entanglement rate and unservablity of the system.

When given the same number of requests, offering more inter-requests in a time slot will
drastically downgrade network performance, in terms of SER and request unserved rate.
The statement holds when the number of requests is 6, 8 or 10.

More surprisingly, in the bottom plot of Figure 6.2, the bar heights of all policies of
8(1133) are very close to the ones of 10(2233), higher than both 10(4411) and (3322),
which indicates that inter-requests are more demanding and add more pressure to the
system than intra-requests.
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Figure 6.2: Grid size: 5, inter-network distance: 3.6.

6.1.2 Scheduling Policy

Figure 6.3 gives the inter-success rate and intra-success rate, respectively, with inter-
network distance given grid size of 5 and request type 10(3322). In the left plot, SER
curves down smoothly before inter-network distance reaches 4.8 km, and after this point,
SER steps down instead. Similar step-wise downfall can be seen from the right plot.
Before inter-network distance hits 3.6 km, minor changes are seen with all five scheduling
policies. After 3.6 km, more pronounced decline is shown in terms of intra-success rate.
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Figure 6.3: Grid size: 5, request type: 10(3322)

From the left plot of Figure 6.3, it can be seen that, for most of inter-network distance,
inter-first policy results in highest inter-success rate, followed by inter-favored policy, none
policy, intra-favored policy and finally intra-first policy.

Similarly, from the right plot of Figure 6.3, it can be seen that, intra-first policy gives best
intra-success rate and inter-first policy gives worst performance in intra-success rate, with
the curves of intra-favored, none, and inter-favored policies in between.

From the above observations, we can tell that scheduling policy will change system per-
formance by instructing controller to favor some requests over others.

Now that we have agreed to treat intra-request and inter-request equivalently in evaluation,
it is easy to understand that in terms of SER, intra-first policy in general gives the best
performance in all inter-network distances. The reasons are the following.

1. Intra-first policy will maximize intra-success rate and minimize inter-success rate.

2. Intra-success rate is inherently higher than inter-success rate and the gain on SER
from serving more intra-requests outweighs the loss from not serving more inter-
requests.

From another angle, as pointed out in [10], the system model prefers short-distance re-
quests over longer ones. Generally, intra-requests require shorter paths than inter-requests.
Another reason that intra-requests are preferred compared to inter-requests can be that
they generally require less entanglements while intra-requests need both bridges and local
entanglements from both sub-networks.
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6.1.3 Inter-Network Distance

Figure 6.4 gives the progression of SER with inter-network distance. For inter-network
distance from 2.4 to 7.2, intra-first policy gives the best SER followed by intra-favored
policy, none, inter-favored policy and inter-first policy. The patterns of all five curves in
Figure 6.4, from another perspective, are the combinations of the curves of inter-success
rate and intra-success rate in Figure 6.3.

It is clear, as seen from Figure 6.4 below, that the SER curves of all policies go down
roughly linearly with the inter-network distance, which resembles the pattern in Figure 6.1.
However, as seen from Figure 6.3, inter-network distance affects inter-success rate and
intra-success rate differently.

Figure 6.4: Grid size: 5, request type: 10(3322)

It is clear that increasing inter-network distance will have significant impact on inter-
success rate, and average fidelity of inter-requests. However, we notice that increasing
inter-network distance also has interesting influence on intra-requests. Compared to the
“waterfall” pattern in the right of Figure 6.3, the curve in the left goes down smoothly.

Similar phenomenon can also be seen when grid size is 4*4, as seen in Figure 6.5 below.

Figure 6.5 gives three plots of SER, inter-success rate and intra-success rate, repectively
given grid size of 4 and the same request type 10(3322). The patterns of decline in success
rate of inter-requests and intra-requests are similar to those in Figure 6.3. More specifically,
the curve of dropping in inter-success rate in Figure 6.5 is similar to the dropping pattern
in the left plot of Figure 6.3. And the drastic reduction of intra-success rate from 3.6 km
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to 4.2 km in the right plot of Figure 6.3 can also be discovered from 5.4 km to 6.0 km in
the third plot of Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Grid size: 4, request type: 10(3322)

We hereby propose possible explanations for such phenomenon below.

Inter-network Distance and Inter-Requests

First, we discuss the impact of inter-network distance on inter-requests.

Figure 6.6 gives more information of what happens in the network as the inter-network
distance increases. The top left plot gives the average number of hops of inter-success,
while the bottom left gives the average number of hops of intra-success. The top right
one shows the average fidelity of inter-success while the bottom right shows the average
fidelity of intra-success.

As seen from Figure 6.6, when inter-network distance increases, the average number of
hops of inter-requests declines. That is understandable because longer inter-node distance
means bridges will break with higher probability, and the original long-distance inter-
requests will likely be unservable and be replaced by shorter ones. Serving shorter inter-
requests as inter-network distance increases also means the uptrend of average fidelity of
inter-requests. The uptrend comes mainly from the decrease of servable inter-requests.

Note that if increasing inter-network distance infinitely, average number of hops will con-
tinue to drop to zero. As for the curve of average fidelity of inter-success, it will gradually
become the curve of average fidelity of bridges.

Inter-Network Distance and Intra-Requests

Next, we discuss the impact of inter-network distance on intra-requests.

1. If the length of inter-network distance is so large that it is impossible to establish any
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Figure 6.6: Grid size: 5, request type: 10(3322)

local entanglements between two sub-networks, in such case, the network degrades
to two separate networks and all inter-network requests are unservable. Each sub-
network will only serve intra-network requests. The topic of serving intra-network
requests has been widely investigated before, e.g., in [10]. This scenario has no
presence in the implication of the figures above, so we do not go into the topic any
further.

2. Before the inter-network distance hits the point after which all bridges are always
down in the start of a time slot, the contention for intra-network resources between
intra-network requests and inter-network ones will become more intense. It is obvious
that an inter-network request consumes some intra-network resources from both
subnetworks. When inter-network distance becomes larger in this case, the expected
number of bridges will gradually go down inevitably, as inferred from the top left
plot of Figure 6.6. It is unclear if this is the reason for the step-wise downfall of
average hop count of intra-success. However, the fact that the expected number of
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bridges will gradually go down with inter-network distance will potentially cause the
controller to find a longer path in which a bridge exists because the bridge in the
shorter path breaks down. Therefore, more local entanglements in both subnetworks
will be taken up by inter-network requests, which results in the preference for shorter
intra-network requests, as shown in the bottom left plot of Figure 6.6.

The reason behind the “bumping” phenomenon cannot be fully explained at the time of
writing. It can be a consequence of the underlying quantum mechanics working or caused
by some unknown features of the model. Therefore, more in-depth research is needed to
gain better insight into the phenomenon.

6.2 Discussion

This section presents the influential factors in network performance and discusses possible
solutions to mitigate the effect of the factors.

1. Inter-network distance: Essentially, this is part of the length of the repeater chain.
Longer inter-network distance increases the probability of qubit loss in our model,
which indicates smaller expected number of bridges. It is a neutral factor. To
mitigate the effect of it, one can either adopt better equipment, e.g., better optical
fibre with smaller probability of photon loss, or use multiple repeaters in the middle
to shorten the length.

2. Attribute of the time-slotted model: In the model, requests in the front of the queue
will get served with higher probability of success. The main reason is the function of
decoherence to qubits while they are idling in the quantum memory when controller
is performing path selection. Front requests have shorter waiting time while rear ones
wait longer. To address decoherence, researchers are expected to improve coherence
time in quantum memory. Another solution is to reduce the execution time of the
routing algorithm, e.g., by using high performance computer.

3. Network load: As discussed before, the number and distribution of new requests have
non-negligible influence on network performance. Unservability severely deteriorates
user experience. The unserved requests come from two parts: 1. the remaining
requests from previous time slots; 2. the unserved requests from this time slot. A
feasible solution to this issue is to experiment beforehand to find the suitable network
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load if the new offered load is fixed in each time slot, i.e., to find the maximum feasible
fixed load of each time slot for a system before the actual running of it. Another
solution is to adopt unfixed network load to limit the new incoming network load
when the system is heavily loaded in a time slot.

4. The skipping mechanism of scheduling: In the current system, front requests have
highest priority of getting served to avoid starvation. However, such arrangement
might somehow counteract the effect of scheduling policy because the remaining
requests in the queue affect the future decisions on new requests. Future design
can consider optimizing the prioritization mechanism. One possible solution is to
serve the previous requests periodically in exclusive time slots so that starvation
can be prevented, and the scheduling policy will function normally in other time
slots. Another possibility is to utilize a priority queue model in which the most
profitable requests will get served in the current time slot. The priority of a request
can be provided by a function, which considers multiple factors, e.g., waiting time
and scheduling policy preference.

5. Scheduling policy: The current scheduling policy is designed to favor certain type
of requests over others. However, the granularity might be too coarse if one only
considers the request type. Possible scheduling policy in the future can take into
account more specific indices, e.g., path length threshold.



7 Conclusions

This thesis has attempted to inter-connect two quantum networks, by extending a time-
slotted model from predecessors’ work. Following the idea of splitting quantum routing
problem into path selection and request scheduling, we put focus on the latter. Five
scheduling policies are proposed to explore the impact of scheduling policies on inter
quantum network routing problem. Generally, our scheduling policy changes network
behavior and performance by favoring certain requests over others. We also analyzed
how inter-network distance and the number and distribution of requests affect network
performance with experimentation. Summary of influential factors in network performance
in the current model has also been presented.

For future work, one can consider the following: more topology (e.g., random topology
and hexagon) for a sub-network; partial connections between two sub-networks; separated
implementations of request collector and network controller, e.g., in a decentralized man-
ner; different scheduling policies or scheduling mechanisms, e.g., the ones mentioned above
in Chapter 5.
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